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Abstract: The shift towards shopping online is increasing worldwide day by day. People prefer online shopping over traditional 
in store shopping for the many advantages which comes in ancillary. The main reason for the boost in online shopping is the 
convenience it provides to the customer. The customer can switch stores and products at the click of the button rather than 
traveling to a store. But, there is a catch.  The customer could face difficulties when it comes to the quality standards of the 
product. Customer generated ratings and reviews helps the customer to understand the quality of the product before buying the 
product. This makes reviews and rating very important aspects that affects purchasing decisions. Therefore a negative review 
over a good product can affect its sales. A fake negative review can lead to have far reaching consequences.  To solve this 
problem we propose Fake Review Analysis and Detection System (FRADS). FRADS is an Intelligent Interface that uses the 
Uniform Resource Locator(URL) related to products of the online shopping sites which it monitors and analyzes the reviews 
provided, and provides the customer with the original rating. The uniqueness of the technology is it can analyze ratings and 
reviews and also ranks the best reviews in a top down fashion. The proposed system achieved the accuracy of 87% in detecting 
fake reviews. 
Keywords: Fake Reviews Detection, Text Classification, Natural Language Processing, Machine Learning, Term Frequency and 
Inverse Document Frequency, Sentimental analysis, Web Crawler, Review Ranking. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Earlier people solely depended upon conventional shopping method in which the customer has to visit a particular store or mall for 
the purchase of a product. Here the customer has no other means but had to rely on the feedback provided by the seller to get any 
information regarding the quality of a particular product. The seller’s inner motive to sell the product and make profit might affect 
the genuinity of the feedback which he/she  provides to  the customer And if the customer didn’t pay the attention needed while 
buying the product then it may be proved to be a waste.[1]. On the other hand, nowadays method of Shopping has changed.  Now 
the customer can also go shopping online. Shopping online provide the customer with additional benefits as he/she is able to buy the 
same product from online stores run by different brands. But, online shopping doesn’t provide customer with the facility to 
physically examine the product but only provides images and details with respect to the product. The customer has to make 
decisions by reading the reviews and buy the product. This shows the importance of product reviews and ratings. The reviews and 
ratings seen may be fake too. A customer can buy an original and reliable product only if he/she gets the original feedback relating 
to the particular product. Research in this field shows that U.S. shoppers spend $6 billion in Black Friday sale 2018 [2]. Americans 
spend 36% of the shopping budget online. In 2017, E-commerce stores earned $2.3trillion in sales and is expected to reach $4.5 
trillion by 2021.Today, the number of e-commerce stores around the world is almost about 12-24 million. And studies have also 
shown that 61% of Amazon reviews that belongs to Electronics Category are fake [3]. These show us the growth of online shopping 
and the importance of this research. There are some websites which can detect fake reviews like Fake spot. Fakespot  is an online 
Website that helps to detect fake reviews using suspicious patterns and reviewers activity is an example for such websites. For the 
customer to read all the reviews regarding the intended product which he/she plans to buys is a very time consuming process. And 
there is also the possibility that some of the reviews might be fake.However, if one can provide system which is enough intelligent 
to understand and differentiate original reviews from fake reviews and ratings for a product might be a source of reliability for the 
online stores and customers. In the proposed technique, the reviews relating to a particular product for which the URL is provided 
are extracted. Then, the system find out the reviews which are fake and then by analyzing all these reviews understands which ones 
are the original reviews. Previously researches used to detect fake reviews using different approaches which includes , machine-
learning approach, opinion mining and sentiment analysis, identification address etc. Therefore, we have proposed Fake Review 
Analysis and Detection System (FRADS).Which helps customers to get original items from online stores at the very minimum time 
along with the original reviews relating to the product. This system provides the customer with reviews written by genuine 
reviewers. FRADS also helps to filter out fake reviews form large merchant sites where each product gets hundreds of reviews 
which will help you to decide whether to buy the product or not. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
There is very rapid increase in the number of fake reviews being posted on online web stores as reviews are having positive and 
negative impact on the sales of the product.[3]Finding groups of fake reviewers helps in easy spotting of fake reviews and individual 
fake reviewers who post fake reviews in e-commerce websites. Posting of fake reviews helps in promoting and demoting the 
product’s sales. One method for this is the usage of “ Frequent Itemset Mining(FIM)”[5]. FIM helps in finding the relationship among 
the fake reviewers groups using behavioral and relational models. The groups thus found are called “spammer groups”. With the help 
of expert human judges labeled datasets are formed. In this system the novel relation based model called GSRank to find the 
relationship between the spammer groups. The technique uses set of item I which contains set of reviewer Id and also each transaction 
is marked with a  set of Id’s the ones who post  reviews for a particular product. The system then checks using the FIM method to find 
the group which posts multiple reviews at a time.  
The fake review detecting system of Yelp[6] takes in the filtered reviews  and do filtering and analyze these reviews. It uses 2 main 
approaches for filtering the reviews: Supervised and Unsupervised. When it comes to features, it has behavioral features and 
linguistic features. It used the work of Ott that uses Amazon Mechanical Turks(AMT) as the starting point. AMT finds the Turkers 
who post fake reviews on hotels. The system does Fake Review  Detection through Sentimental Analysis using Supervised Learning 
Techniques is proposed with the aim to classify the reviews into positive and negative polarity by using the machine learning 
algorithm. The proposed system here uses sentimental analysis and text classification methods.  
 Fake review detection used in Yelp [7] helps to filter faker review from original reviews Extracting predictive features from the 
posted reviews is the most difficult  part of the project and they extract two types of features: review-centric feature and reviewer-
centric features. Here they first count the percentages of each unigram and bigram tokens for fake and non-fake reviews.  Then they 
take the top 100 unigrams and bigrams which have the most different percentages in fake and non-fake reviews. The second 
approach here leads to the better performance because it processed all the unigrams and bigrams. They test multiple algorithms of 
machine learning using the Neural Networks and they achieve the highest accuracy of about 81.92%. The System is good in finding 
the fake reviews but it still needs an improvement in accurately filtering the reviews. The proposed system takes review texts and 
finds output whether it is reliable or not and also accurately filters the reviews using the combination of various techniques. 
Temporal pattern discovery [8] is used in detection of spam reviews where the arrival pattern is checked. For normal reviews the 
arrival pattern will be stable and correlated to rating pattern. But for spam attacks the pattern is positively or negatively correlated to 
the pattern. Data set used for this research was a review website on October 6, 2010. Rating, postdate of the review and whether it is 
Spammer Review (SR) or not was checked for each review collected. Then in the evaluation process they selected 53 stores each 
which had more than 1000 reviews. The help of human evaluators were used to make sure to conclude whether it had a SR spam 
attack or not. The system had a precision of 61.11%. The proposed system is having an advantage in finding the fake reviews as it 
having a better precision percentage. 
weights are provided according to votes received to each review. Finally the overall ranking of the product is done. Factors like 
relevance of the review with product quality, review content and posting dates are taken into consideration. A 10-fold cross 
validation is done on the training set. Two measures are used to quantify the effectiveness of the ranking models are used. Namely, 
correlation between the ranking method and Mean Average Precision (MAP). The system uses only two properties for fake review 
detection. But, as per our future work uses more number of properties in effective finding of fake reviews accurately. The  Fake 
review monitoring [10] system focuses on  the detection  of spam reviews using sentimental  analysis. Here it removes vulgar  and 
curse words. 
Here in the existing system, scrapping of data is done using web crawler. In the preprocessing stage, the conversion of data into the 
format required is done. The fake reviews are then removed from the mixture of original and spam reviews. Fake Review Detector 
is used for this purpose. However, the dataset which is used for training the model is very small which cannot find the suspicious 
patterns more accurately. The proposed data set is comparatively very large hence every kind of patterns will be very well noticed. 

III. OBJECTIVES 
The objective of the proposed system is to establish a remarkable system which makes sure that no fake reviews go undetected. The 
system has incorporated innovative methods to analyse aver review posted by the customers to detect the fake ones. For attaining 
maximum  detection of  fake reviews, our inferface also analysis the behaviour of the customers and identifies malefide spammers 
and fake customers who post negative reviews. The review after analysis are sorted in decreasing order of positivity exhibited by 
each review. By doing so genuine customers are able to see genuine reviews. 
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The proposed system is boom for e-commerrce companies who are facing lots of challenges due to the increase of fake reviews in 
recent years. Customer is also benefitted as he or she won’t be deceived by fake reviews which are very well to affect their decision 
making capacity when they wish to purchase an item from e-commerce websites. 

IV. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
For this project we have used the following software for the development of the application that is available to the user. 

A.  Eclipse 
B. Google Chrome 
C. Microsoft Word 
D. Notepad 

We have made use of the following languages for the development of this application. 
1) Java 
2) jsp 
 

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
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VI. RESULT ANALYSIS 
1) The login page allows the admin, mis operative & the users to access the custom created e-commerce application. 

 
 
2) On logging in the mis operative will be directed to the mis home page. The home page allows the mis operative to evaluate the 

dataset. 

 
 
3) On the click of the option ‘Download Product Review Report, the system downloads the dataset as report. 
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4) Upload dataset option allows the uploading of  this file for further analysis, detection & removal of fake reviews. 

 
 
5) This file further analysis, detection once the reviews have been successfully uploaded, MIS operative can use our Fake Review 

Analysis and Detection System (FRADS) for analysing the reviews uploaded for detection and removal of fake review. 

 
 
6) The proposed system(FRADS) identifies the fake reviews and shows the same to the mis operartive. 

 

7) The FRADS automatically deletes the fake reviews and shows the genuine ones. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
In the proposed work, dataset is developed that contains reviews from the online store specially developed for this system. Detection 
of fake reviews for every individual customer by oneself is a difficult task which is very time consuming too. Text categorization 
using SVM classifier is one of the best approaches for the detection of fake reviews. With growing importance of e-commerce 
industry. The number of applications and websites by e-commerce enterprise will also rapidly increase. All these sites will be 
poured with online reviews. And there are so many organizations focused only providing fake reviews in order to increase or 
decrease ratings of a particular product. Therefore, the proposed system that detects and removes the fake reviews & one which only 
shows the reviews which are genuine will be of greater use. It also ranks the positive genuine reviews. It helps the user to get the 
products from  the e-commerce website with at most satisfaction on their mind and pay for the good quality product. As, there are a 
lot of e-commerce stores which is very relevant in current scenario. The proposed system is having a very great importance in 
helping the customer to buy genuine and quality products. And also the online shopping websites to solve the problem of fake 
review detection, analysis and removal. 
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